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Simplify: from 
click to door
The most e�cient 
all-in-one e-fulfilment 
solution for your e-shop.
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Simplify: from
click to door
Simplify makes life easier. Yours and your business'.
Simple as that. 

We take care of your logistic processes so you can focus on what 
matters to you the most: growing your business, turning a bigger
profit and spending more time doing the things you love. 
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Simplify: inbound, 
storage, packing, 
shipping
The most e�cient all-in-one e-fulfilment 
solution for your e-shop. 

With Simplify you get the complete supply chain management. 
No matter where your suppliers are, we bring your products via 
land, sea or air, to simplify your day to day business.
 
And thanks to our streamlined operational process, backed by 
years of experience and smart software, we deliver less hassle, 
better lead time and lower costs. 
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: benefits
Logistics is crucial but not worth spending more time 
than necessary. So, here's why you need Simplify:

click to door solution
 from supplier to stock reception & 

storage to shipping & returns

transport inbound
one transport supplier for 

all your vendors

optimised costs
you pay for occupied 

storage capacity and only 
for what you sell

↓ ↓ ↓
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: benefits
Logistics is crucial but not worth spending more time 
than necessary. So, here's why you need Simplify:

optimised last mile delivery
there's no simpler way from click to door 

thanks to our partner Innoship

unlimited operational support
fast scale up and streamlined expansion

to new markets

↓ ↓
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: processes
How does Simplify's all-in-one e-fulfilment solution work?

: Connect and deliver to us
 

Connect your business to Simplify in just a few clicks.
No matter what e-commerce platform you use, your stocks 

automatically sync with our system. You can receive or 
replenish your stock and transport products from all your 

suppliers to our warehouse, with just one partner.

: Store, pick and pack
 

With Simplify, you leverage KLG Europe’s network: national and 
international air, land, rail transport for e�cient inbound. You get 

your own warehouse space for storage and, as soon as you receive 
an order, we start preparing it: picking, packing, labelling and 

readying for shipment. That means you minimize your lead times 
and increase customer satisfaction.
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: processes
How does Simplify's all-in-one e-fulfilment solution work?

: Shipping and delivery
 

Simplify keeps it flexible: you can opt to integrate 
your own couriers with no extra cost, increased 
e�ciency when shipping and a better & faster 

service to your customer.

: Returns and claims
 

The returns process is never easy. That’s why we 
take that o� your hands: orders are returned to our 

warehouse where we can seamlessly restock the 
items or park them for pending evaluation.
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Services: from stock 
reception to data 
analytics
You want it simple. They want it now. And we have 
the solution to get it done.

With Simplify you can outsource your entire supply chain in just a few 
clicks. Here's a breakdown of the services we designed for your business.
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: services

ERP integration

We integrate with any ERP systems to 
streamline and automate operational 
processes management.

Inbound logistics

Simplify leverages KLG Europe’s transport 
network to your advantage: we facilitate 
national and international air, land, rail 
transport for e�cient inbound.

Always in touch

You have continuous access to all 
inbound transport documents 
through your dedicated account in 
our web portal.
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Stock storage

Pallet space, shelf space, your own 
individual space - your stock is readily 
available for all e-fulfilment processes - 
from picking to reverse logistics.

: services

Stock inbound

We receive, handle & unpack all of your 
products and keep them in sync with 
your e-shop's inventory software.

Order reception

The moment a customer checks out, we 
receive the order and start the fulfilment 
process. No time wasted.
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Custom & Value-Added Services 
(VAS)

Customers love extras and so do we. You 
have a wide choice of extra services: 
customs processing and clearance, 
co-packing, bundle, special packaging, 
labelling or re-labelling.

: services

Paperless product picking

Our pickers are on it. Aided by an 
advanced proprietary WMS (Warehouse 
Management System), our paperless 
picking process helps them do the job in 
the shortest time possible and with no 
risk of losing information.

Order packing & labelling

We pack, brand and label the packages 
according to your instructions to ready 
them for delivery. 
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: services

Shipping optimization

Same day, next day, pick-up point or 
any other shipping options - we 
leverage Innoship's optimization 
algorithms to never disappoint. 

Shipping choice

You can either integrate your own 
couriers or choose our one-stop 
shipping solution. Check out the 
comparison to compare our shipping 
solutions.

Order tracking

Filter & search for specific orders, see 
timeline, get information on any order. 
Order tracking keeps customers at ease 
and your logistics at full e�ciency. 
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: services

Returns & reverse logistics

Generating return shipping labels, 
tracking, processing, quality control and 
getting returns back into stock - we 
handle it all so you don't have to worry. 

Document management

Branded AWB, invoices, certificates of 
guarantee or promotionals: can also 
be covered. We take as much care as 
you would. 

Order packing & labelling

Performance charts, stock notifications, 
shipment data or daily reports - we 
collect, organize and present them to 
you in various formats so you can make 
dynamic optimizations according to 
business strategy.
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KLG Europe Romania 
& Simplify Clients
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Address: București - Pitești, 23 km, 

Industriilor Street no.9

Bolintin Deal, Giurgiu Romania

Phone: +40 751 305 852

Email: choose@simplify.ro

: contact
Get it touch with our sales team
to start simplifying your online business.

choose@simplify.ro


